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• India is a young nation in continuous process of    

development.

• However, the fruits of progress are yet to reach all sections   

of society.

• In spite of challenges that are unparalleled, 

India’s achievements are laudable.

• Economic gap between rich and poor continues wide. 

• It need to be narrowed down considerably.

The mantra heard everywhere these days is:

‘Inclusive Growth is the way to Development and Progress’

Fruits of Democracy - Progress through Development for all.
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 Embracing Technology can quicken Financial Inclusion.

 Why Virtual Money be better managed by Virtual Systems?

3.  Moving over to Virtual Money can make India a  

“No TAX Regime” !!!.  How?

 Virtual Money need be well Regulated. Why?  How?

2. Technology can make Virtual Money a game changer.

 The way to Inclusive Growth is by Financial Inclusion of all. 

1.  Inclusive Growth is the key to county’s progress.

Salient Points

 What is Virtual Money?  Why Virtual Money?
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 Embracing Technology is the key to realize        

Financial Inclusion.

 Information Technology being one of the things  

India is good at, it could be easily realized.  

Embrace Technology solutions for Inclusive Growth.

The way to Inclusive growth is Financial Inclusion

of the segment of population in the lower social 

and economic strata.

 Moving over to Virtual Money and managing it by 

Virtual means, methods and systems are the  

ways to achieve Financial Inclusion and quicken 

Inclusive Growth.



Everyday there are news about some company or other 

implementing On Line Payments using phones. 

NEARLY HALF OF ALL UK ONLINE PAYMENTS NOW ON  MOBILE.

Mobile payments in the UK now account for 46.9% of all online 

payments and 40% of PayPal transactions are mobile.

ECONET BRINGS TAP AND PAY CARDS TO ZIMBABWE

Econet has taken Zimbabwe towards being a cashless society 

by introducing the Ecocash debit card, known as “Tap and Pay”.

VERIFONE MOBILE MONEY, PT. FINNET AND PT. 

TELKOMSEL INDONESIA LAUNCH TCASH TAP

Mobile network operator Telkomsel Indonesia the largest mobile 

operator inSouth East Asia has teamed up with Verifone 

MobileMoney and Finnet Indonesia to introduce TCash Tap to 

merchants across Indonesia.

What is trending across the world.

http://mobilemoneyafrica.us5.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=8ba2fba4cc224a1483e3bce58&id=9b52e30602&e=27d011c1dd
http://mobilemoneyafrica.us5.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=8ba2fba4cc224a1483e3bce58&id=78b09e6c96&e=27d011c1dd
http://mobilemoneyafrica.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=8ba2fba4cc224a1483e3bce58&id=04499b70e8&e=27d011c1dd
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Why Virtual Money is better handled by Virtual banks?

Most Banks, both Public and Private 

have its limitations

to take care of the needs of the huge 

un-banked population, 

especially in the lower social and   

economic strata across the country.
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Why Virtual Money is better handled by Virtual banks?

Why because, having to deal with enormously  

high percentage of low value accounts 

would eventually lead most Banks to collapse

due to severe HR constraints and 

Gross Customer dissatisfaction, 

for no fault of the banks.    

Governments’ Flagship program  PMJDY would 

also most likely meet same fate for the same  

reasons.



The way out is to bring in place, 

‘Exclusive’ special purpose 

‘Digital Online Virtual Banks’ 

to take care of all forms of Money Management

using phones, both Mobile as well as Fixed, 

that can function with minimum human interface, 

deploying modern Technology systems & methods.

Why Virtual Money is better handled by Virtual banks?
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mTm is a State-of-the-art, readily implementable ‘Life science 

technology’ idea, that will benefit humanity in many ways.

Money Through Mobile  for Inclusive Finance.

mTm is an acronym in short for ‘Money through Mobile’

mTm help the processes of Financial Inclusion using Virtual 

means & methods to quicken INCLUSIVE GROWTH .

mTm can handle most part of Macro & Micro Money   

Management in Virtual form making its benefit reach   

all sections of people across the country.

mTm - The Object.

Virtual Money is better handled by Virtual Banks.



Money Through Mobile – Schematic Overview

Mobile users 

In the PLMN

Small Shop owners, 

Merchants, Vendors,

Coffee shops. 

Other PLMNs

Mobile 

Switching

Centers

Gateway MSC

SIM enabled Set Top Box

Institutions.

Schools, 

Hospitals, 

Business 

units.

Utility Service 

Providers,

Ticket vendors, 

Vending machines.

Workers, Contractors,

Physicians, Taxis/Autos. 

MFCs, 

Small Money 

Lenders,

Commission

Agents.

Malls, 

Super 

Markets. 

Post Offices

Savings

Accounts

Petrol 

Bunks

INTERNET

BANKS

mTm System

mTm-acc

mTm-ATM

KIOSKS

STP
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PLMN ‘N’

PLMN ‘1’

GSM

G/W
STP

STP

Other G/Ws PSTNs

Exclusively banked Universal mTm System

BANKSmTm-cloud

Other Banks

PSTN

G/W

SSP SCP SMP

VOM

ADM

mTm System

Exclusive mTm Bank
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mTm-tec  

Money through Mobile  - Terminology - Acronyms 

mTm-sys 

mTm-app 

mTm-acc

mTm-pay

mTm-prc

mTm system

mTm prepaid recharge coupon

mTm application

mTm account

mTm payment 

mTm-stb mTm SIM set top box

mTm technology

mTm-net mTm network
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The idea, Features, Products, Services, Technology,

Innovations, Business aspects, Regulatory issues.

In general,  Virtual Money Management with ‘Money 

through Mobile’ (mTm) provide 

convenience, comforts and advantage to everyone  

across the country and  

can greatly benefit Country’s economy as a  whole. 

Money Through Mobile (mTm) and VIRTUAL MONEY.
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mTm lessens need to travel; saves time, effort, fuel & money.

• Eases crowding in Transport systems, Roads & Parking spaces, 

• Saves space in Malls, Public places. 

• Reduces need to print currency.

• Reduces the menace of Black Money.

What  (mTm) and VIRTUAL MONEY do.

 can bring in huge liquidity in the hands of both 

Government and the people.

 help to implement Direct Benefit Transfer, the game  

changer in realizing Financial Inclusion of all  people.       

 provides simple and easy Micro Finance support to poor,

 provides regular and SME employment all across the country.

All these highlights the urgency to open out, 

promote & also regulate Virtual Money businesses.
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Money through Mobile mTm as Universal Service. 

mTm is basically a Universal Public Macro & Micro Money

Management service, that enables people to do virtually :-

 any time - from anywhere - to any one who has identical  

facility, 

 using Phone (Mobile or Fixed), or using Unique ID Card, 

 without the need of INTERNET, regular Banking Industry,

or any other financial institution, in between .

 receive, store, send or transfer money, 
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Money Through Mobile – Overview of Network Elements

PSTN

INTERNET

BANKS

Post Offices

S B 

Accounts

mTm-ATM

KIOSKS

STP

mTm

Franchisees

mTm System

SSP SCP SMP

VOM

ADM

USSD

MULTIPLE MOBILE  SIM       

SET TOP BOX  (mTm-stb)

PAYMENT FOR COMMODITIES  

AND SERVICES

VENDORS,  SERVICE            

PROVIDERS ETC. 

STBSTB

mTm Mobile 

users

Mobile Switching systems 

and access Networks   

PLMN

USSD

PDN

G/WMSC

Other PLMNs
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mTm enable all Macro & Micro payments, easy & simple.

mTm as Payment Support System.

• All sorts of money transactions between Customers and Banks/ POs/ MFCs.

• Various forms of Ticketing Vendors & at Vending machines.

• Petrol bunks, Payment of Taxi and Auto fares, 

• Vehicle parking charges, Road and Bridge toll payments, etc,.

• Utility service bills, Taxes, Duties, Service charges,    

• Schools / Colleges and to other institutions.  

• Salaries, Pensions, perks and other benefits, 

• Job contractors and job workers,
• Loans, Dividends, Bonus, Interests etc by Banks. 

For all these and more, a single point Universal mTm system is ideal.

• Bills in Shops, Sales outlets & Malls, Cinema halls etc., etc.

• Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) by Governments (Federal & States) as  

part of their welfare programs.
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How mTm is different from Mobile banking.

mTm is different from current form of Mobile banking service.

At the outset, mTm is not to be confused with ‘Mobile Banking’ or INTERNET        

based ‘e-banking’ using Mobile phones or Fixed line phones. 

mTm use USSD feature in Telephony signaling CCS7 and therefore, can      

work independent of INTERNET making its service Universal. 

Though mTm access is through Telecom network, it’s working will be  

transparent to individual Telecom service providers.

Fundamentally, mTm is envisaged to work as an exclusive method of 

Money Management system, transparent to current Banking Industry.

mTm’s method of handling Money Management using phones by Banks, Post   

offices and other financial institutions will be on the same functional level  and  

identical to that done by every other mTm users. 

It means that, mTm as proposed herein is functionally transparent to Banks,  

individual Telecom Service Providers as well as INTERNET.
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PLMN ‘N’

PLMN ‘1’

GSM

G/W
STP

STP

Other G/Ws PSTNs

Exclusively banked Universal mTm System

BANKSmTm-cloud

Other Banks

PSTN

G/W

SSP SCP SMP

VOM

ADM

mTm System

Exclusive mTm Bank
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Exclusive
mTm-bank

mTm-system

PLMN / PSTN

INTERNET - CLOUD

Other Banks

Universal mTm with exclusive mTm - Bank 

PDN

Mobile Banking the mTm way = Mobile payment + Integrated Bank

mTm System Integrated 

with VIRTUAL BANK



BANKS / MFCs /POs 

PAYMENT BANKS

USER DEVICES

PHONES ETC.  

VENDORS 

PHYSICAL MONEY

(PM)
VIRTUAL MONEY 

STATISTICS

VIRTUAL

MONEY DATA

(USERS)

VIRTUALMONEY DATA

(BANKS /VENDORS/

SERV PROVIDERS) 

SERVICE 

PROVIDERS

MOBILE BANKING PROVIDER - Money Chain – Physical & Virtual   

MOBILE BANKING SERVICE PROVIDER

(Abraham Paul. P)

mTm Transactions

http://wp.me/p1ZsI2-4g

Money through Mobile (mTm) – Virtual Money better managed by Virtual methods & means. 

VIRTUAL MONEY ACCOUNT

VIRTUAL MONEY ACCOUNT

VIRTUAL MONEY ACCOUNT

VIRTUAL MONEY ACCOUNT

http://wp.me/p1ZsI2-4g


BANKS / MFCs /POs 

PAYMENT BANKS

USER DEVICES

PHONES ETC.  

..

VENDORS 

PHYSICAL MONEY(PM)

PHYSICAL

MONEY

RBI

MONEY AS

DATA 

PACKETS

VIRTUAL MONEY 

DATA

VIRTUAL

MONEY DATA

USERS

VIRTUALMONEY DATA

BANKS /VENDORS/

SERV PROVIDERS 

SERVICE 

PROVIDERS

Money through Mobile (mTm) - Money Chain - Physical & Virtual  

mTm PAYMENT GATEWAY

(Abraham Paul. P)

mTm Transactions

http://wp.me/p1ZsI2-4g

Money through Mobile (mTm) – Virtual Money better managed by Virtual methods & means. 

MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

http://wp.me/p1ZsI2-4g


Virtual Money is not really Virtual but are DATA Packets . 

• Denomination of Virtual Money, Serial number.

Host Server ID,  Lot ID, Time & Date of Creation.

• Encrypted RBI ID and Authentication code,   

UR Code, Security code.

.  Transaction confirmation and Count of  occurrence. 

Time & Date of transaction.

• Current User’s code name / code number, 

User ID/ User A/c number, location.

Other System / Service / Statistical information.

• Previous User’s code name / code number, 

User ID/   A/c number, location.

Virtual Money herein envisaged is not really virtual but are   

physically created small packets of DATA bytes that contain:-



PHYSICAL MONEY

RBI

MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

ORIGINALLY GENERAED

AND ISSUED BY RBI

mTm SERVICE PROVIDER
MONEY AS DATA PACKETS 

Shops,  Malls, Vendors
MONEY AS DATA PACKETS BANKS 

MONEY AS 

DATA 

PACKETS

Money through Mobile (mTm) - Money Chain - VIRTUAL 

mTm PAYMENT GATEWAY

Money through Mobile (mTm) – Virtual Money better managed by Virtual methods & means. 

Service Providers,

and other POS
MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

USERS

MONEY AS 

DATA 

PACKETS

VIRTUAL MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

mTm

SP



PHYSICAL MONEY

RBI

MONEY AS DATA PACKETS

ORIGINALLY GENERAED

AND ISSUED BY RBI 

mTm SERVICE PROVIDER
VIRTUAL MONEY AS DATA PACKETS 

Shops,  Malls, Vendors

BANKS

Money through Mobile (mTm) - Money Chain - PHYSICAL  

mTm PAYMENT GATEWAY

Money through Mobile (mTm) – Virtual Money better managed by Virtual methods & means. 

Various institutions

Service Providers,

and other POS

USERS

MONEY AS 

DATA

PACKETS

mTm

SPs
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Advantages of an exclusively banked system.

The hurdles as of now is the large percentage unbanked population, and 

lack of eco system and connectivity in Rural areas.

Few centralized systems set by consortium of Telecom Service Providers 

themselves in managed service mode or as Third party systems can be 

considered for an un-banked mode of service delivery.

However, all such systems need to be engineered and operated and     

regulated to make the service available, accessible and affordable to users      

of disparate Mobile Networks under well defined regulatory parameters. 

• mTm is a system specially designed to get over current hurdles. 

• mTm can work transparent to Banking system and INTERNET.

• mTm can work with systems connected via satellite links in remote areas.

However, having a system that can provide most banking services with  

ease to everyone from anywhere at any time without going to Banks and 

without Broadband / INTERNET connectivity will be ideal for the country.

The set up creates, distributes, collects, stores and controls Virtual  

money, safeguards Physical money and prevents Black money.
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Transfer money to any mTm account from any where.

Mobile A 
+97150 7654321

From Mobile Phone ‘A’ in UAE,  to mTm 

account of  Mobile Phone ‘B’  in India

GSM

MSC

mTm 

Prepaid

Coupon 

vendors

mTm-prc

GSM

G/W

GSM

G/W

Mobile B 
+919446543210

Land line 

+971 4 7654321

SCmTm-prc G/W G/W

GSM

MSC
GSM

G/WmTm System

mTm-acc

IVRS

Distant PSTN

Distant PLMN

PLMN

From Land Phone in UAE,  to mTm 

account of  Mobile Phone ‘B’  in India
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Universal working:

 mTm system can sit anywhere in the Packet Data Network  

(PDN) and provide country wide service. 

Universality of  mTm Payment System.

 mTm service can be extended even to customers who do  

not have phone, with special purpose Unique ID cards in 

mTm PCOs, or at mTm-ATM kiosks or through mTm agents.

 Service of mTm system can also be made available to   

Land line phone users, by managing their mTm account using   

‘Numerals, * and  #  keys to interact with mTm system. 

 mTm system can provide mTm service to Mobile Phone 

users of any Telecom Service Provider, anywhere, any time.
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mTm as an effective tool to realize Direct Benefits Transfer.

mTm enable ‘pilfer free’ dispersal of all sorts of welfare payments Federal    

and State governments related to:-

 MNREGA. 

 Right to food.

 Right to Education and Health care. 

 Direct Cash transfer in lieu of various subsidies like LPG etc.

As mentioned earlier, mTm can help Governments for 

quick realization of Financial Inclusion of people,   

especially in the lower Social and economic Strata. 

Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) feature of mTm can help Governments to   

replace Public Distribution System (PDS) progressively and also scrap

other subsidies now being provided to many who can afford to do without it. 

Direct Benefits Transfer (DBT). One method of realizing  

Financial Inclusion is transfer of benefits direct to beneficiaries 

of all payments, current and future Government welfare 

programs using mTm system & network across the country.
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PLMN
GSM

G/W

Interworking between mTm-Bank and 

Mobile Banking involving mTm by other Banks.

mTm-cloud

SSP SCP SMP

VOM

ADM

Exclusive mTm Bank

Bank’s 

mTm a/c
User’s

mTm a/c

Client of a Bank requests 

his bank to transfer money 

to his or any other mTm 

Users mTm a/c.

Client’s Bank a/c

Bank send request to 

mTm System to transfer 

money from Bank’s mTm

a/c to mTm users a/c 

requested by client.

mTm System transfers amount

from Bank's mTm a/c to mTm

users mTm a/c as requested by 

client and informs mTm-bank.

mTm System

mTm-Bank updates Bank’s and 

Users mTm account, sends 

confirmation to Bank and mTm

user and keep statistics.
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 Manages Micro payments:

 mTm takes care of High Volume of Low Value transactions that Banks 

find difficult to manage.

 Minimum human involvement in mTm operation can make Micro payment 

service faster and efficient and cheaper and Customer friendly.

 Remote transactions possible by clients:

 On line transaction from Phones or Computers from anywhere any time  

unlike usage at certain dedicated spots such Credit/Debit cards and ATM.

 Benefits Network Operators:

 Enhanced revenue from increased call handling volume and share of 

revenue from mTm Service Providers at point of service and Franchisees.

 Cost advantage:

 No entry cost, software cost, service / maintenance cost to Users,     

Clients, Vendor / Service providers.

 Savings in OPEX due to less human interface can be passed onto users.

 Software tools required in the Mobile phone, at POS, Vendor / Service 

provider end are simple and can be downloaded on line.

mTm - Functions overview 
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Feasibility and Success of mTm service depends on the following aspects:

 Universal reach: The system shall be capable of providing service to phone    

users of all Service providers  across the country using common access code.

Factors that decide feasibility and success of mTm system

 Simple, easy and quick to handle. The set up and the mechanism at the 

premises (Vendors / Shops, Utility Service Providers and various Institutions 

etc.) for delivery of services and payments, shall be simple, non-time 

consuming and Universal in nature.

 Universal products and Services: The system shall offer universal 

products and service at anytime, from anywhere, for every form of payment.

 General acceptability: The service shall be available, accessible 

and affordable to all users.  

Minimum cost of usage: Since the system involves high volume of  

very low value money transactions, the service shall be provided with 

no additional service charge for low value transactions.

Cost to users need be kept low compensated by profitably deploying the   

liquidity available to them in the operation process.
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1. Pay by Phone service includes credits, debits and transfer from one user 

account to other expected to deal huge amount of public money in virtual 

and physical form amounting to hundreds of trillions.       

Need of regulatory control in Pay by Phone Service.

2. It appears that currently RBI had agreed for Semi-closed wallet approach 

with certain limitations. However, it needs to be opened out further with 

necessary regulations in place.

mTm mobile users shall have freedom to avail service through any Mobile 

Service Provider without losing continuity and change in their mTm account. 

Money through mobile can have huge implication on country’s economy.  

Mobilized and tapped properly, the liquidity can benefit economy in a big way. 

However, left unregulated it can become adverse to economy in many ways.

Hence there is urgent need of regulatory control by Government / RBI India.
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4. Micro-finance applications involve huge volume of low value transactions; 

therefore, cost of usage also shall be proportionately low.

- Neither the current systems of Banking nor of the Mobile Service Providers, 

will be able to effectively and affordably meet such needs of the common 

people; especially of those in the lower economic strata across the country.

- Services of most of the Micro Finance institutions are too expensive for the 

common man.

- Once regulated, mTm can help people in lower strata to avail Micro finance 

support accessible and affordable.

Need of regulatory control in Pay by Phone Service.(2)

3. mTm is an ideal system for Aadhaar based payment of funds under various 

welfare schemes by Government / agencies to beneficiaries, especially 

those in economically lower strata.       

As the service is getting linked to Govt. welfare programs like DBT,       

it shall be mandatory for every TSP to make available mTm service.
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Money through Mobile (mTm) envisages the idea of an exclusive 
virtual money management bank integrated with a payment
gateway that will handle all forms of money management 
using phones, both mobile as well as fixed ones, taking care of 
all aspects mentioned above. 

Of late, there had been mushrooming of many forms of Virtual  

Money businesses, both banked as well as unbanked. 

The hidden danger in this is that unless well regulated Virtual  

Money businesses can gobble up real money and disrupt 

nation's economy. 

To safeguard against this, RBI shall be the originator and 

custodian of all forms of virtual money, as encoded and 

encrypted data-strips with unique identification UR codes for 

every denomination of virtual money, that will need on-line 

authentication of RBI in its every transaction.

What Government / RBI need do.
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How mTm can make India, a no TAX regime. 

There will be over billion phones in India soon.  

With a minimum average transaction of ₹ 10000/- per phone 

per month, will amount to ₹10 L Cr (₹10 Trillion) 

Assuming that virtual money transactions and re-transactions    

happen on an average of 20 times a month, it will be ₹200 L  

Cr per month that amounts to ₹2400 L Cr (₹2400 Trillion), 

annual.

Hypothetically, with 1% charge on the amount transacted 

Government can fetch annual revenue of ₹24 L Cr (₹24 Trillion) 

it will more than cover entire Central annual budget expenditure. 

(The 2015-2016 Central budget outlay is about ₹17.8 L Cr). 

The Potential of Virtual Money and its impact on economy.

Please see my blog http://wp.me/p1ZsI2-Ku

http://wp.me/p1ZsI2-Ku
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How mTm can make India no TAX regime (2).

By going virtual, money becomes a much higher dynamic  

resource, more so when almost every money transaction 

happen virtually with ease and comfort, the number of 

transactions and the revenue earned by it would grow ten fold  

and more, that is Rs.240 L Cr (Rs.240 trillion) 

With that sort of revenue it is possible to realize much needed 

drastic increase in Government’s budget outlay and/or reduced 

transaction charge from 1% mentioned above to 0.5% or as low 

as 0.05% keeping balance between revenue and expenditure as 

needed from time to time and also more allocations to States. 

Is it not is disappointing that year after year the current annual  

budget outlays are only a miniscule of what our country really 

need? (Per capita outlay of 2015-16 budget is just about Rs.14000) How 

much development that can happen with it is anybody’s guess.

And with that India can become a ‘No TAX regime’.
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1. Revenue sharing with other stake holders:

Telecom Service providers have to take the brunt of additional 

CAPEX/OPEX for providing access to external money Management system 

service providers. Therefore, it is necessary that there shall be arrangement 

for sharing of revenue between Telecom Service Providers and mTm 

service provider within regulatory controls.

What is in there for other stake holders.

3. Government can use such system and Networks for its needs of 

Security, Terrorism control, Disaster/Crisis Management, UUID 

implementation, HRD & Social Welfare and other State and Central 

Administrative  purposes.

2.   Exclusive Systems and network owned by Government.   

As an alternative, Government could set up either directly or through   

a third party provider, an  exclusive  private GSM system & Network   

across the country for mTm service for Financial inclusion of all   

people across the country. 
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How mTm-banking and mTm-payment work?

-- Customer can access  the Directory of Vendors / Service   

Providers who have inter working arrangement with mTm  

system.

mTm Subscription: 

-- The mTm end Users, (Mobiles & STB user) becomes a client 

of mTm network  by registering directly with mTm provider or 

with a mTm franchisee or at any Post Office with which the 

mTm Provider has operational understanding.

-- Customer’s phone numbers, e-mail address, the  agencies /   

organizations they normally wish to transact etc. and other   

details are stored in mTm system.

Cash payments can happen personally between mTm users.  

The idea of giving out hard cash at a premium in lieu money  

received in mTm account can grow into a business by itself.  
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mTm system inter work with Banks / Post Offices /  Vendors.

For this, mTm system shall have an OSI which can interact 

with external systems over Mobile network, Internet or on dial 

up or dedicated link to enable quick transactions. 

Banks / Post offices will have own mTm account for doing its 

mTm transactions.   

Hard cash transactions: 

a. Hard Cash deposits: mTm account holder can deposit hard  

cash at Post Offices, designated Banks and mTm Franchisees 

for transfer of it for to a/c holder’s mTm account.   

How mTm-banking and mTm-payment work? (2)

b. Hard Cash receipts: mTm account holder can take out hard  

cash from at Post Offices, designated banks, mTm Franchisees,    

Commission agents and through mTm-ATM kiosks.
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Receiving  Hard cash from Franchisee or any agent.

mTm 

USER

Cash paid, 

Rs.. 200/-

mTm FRANCHISEE

M

Transfers 

Rs.. 200/-

mTm FRANCHISEE

M

mTm

USER

Transaction through mTm Franchisees or Agents 

mTm 

USER

Cash paid, 

Rs.. 200/-

mTm Money changer

M

Transfers 

Rs.. 202/-

mTm Money changer

M

mTm

USER

Receiving  Hard cash from Money changers
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Cash transaction using mTm - ATM

mTm-ATM

TAKE OUT CASH 

mTm

USER

Transactions using mTm- ATM cards

mTm-ATM

DIAL CASH

M

mTm

USER

mTm-ATM

PAY-IN CASH

M

mTm

USER

Transactions using Mobile phones

mTm-ATM

PAY-IN CASH

mTm

USER
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METHODS OF mTm TRANSACTIONS

Method of  filling or refilling mTm account.

M
M

mTm FRANCHISEE

mTm

USER

DIAL A DRINK

Drinks Vending 

Machine
Drinks Vending 

Machine

DIAL FOR TICKET

Ticket Vending 

Machine
Ticket Vending 

Machine

Rs.. 500/-

paid in cash. 

mTm 

USER

mTm FRANCHISEE
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Payments using phones in Shops &  Malls

mTm

USER

CASH COUNTER

mTm

USER

BILL

CASH COUNTER

M

mTm

USER

BILL

Paid with mTm

CASH COUNTER

Transfers 

Rs.. 150/-

M

mTm

USER

M

mTm

USER

Users to Users

mTm

USERM

Transfers 

Rs.. 350/-

M

User to Vendors

mTm-ATM

M

Deposit or 

En-cash

Rs.. 25000

Deposit or encashment 

by Dealers / vendors

Through Bank or ATM

Day to day e-Money transactions
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mTm linked with Post Office, will benefit Rural People & DOP.

Financial Inclusion of people in the lower economic strata being the prime object, 

mTm can play a vital role irrespective of who own and operate the ‘mTm system’.

In every option, support of units like Post office savings bank can be of use for the real cash 

transactions involved in mTm function.  

Post offices already have the Savings bank accounts that could be linked with mTm accounts for 

real cash transactions needed in mTm business.

Post offices are available and accessible to common man in urban and rural areas. 

Being manned by mostly local people, Post Offices are more user friendly.

Post office account linked money payment will be preferred option for the government to disperse 

welfare funds. 

Most of the money involved in e-transactions remain within the system.  DOP being a government 

arm, it will be advantageous for the government to implement mTm operation through Department 

of Posts.

Aadhaar, when ready can be used as a means for KYC and identification and authentication. This 

can be done by linking users Aadhaar data with mTm system   
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Different messaging options in mTm working

1. Web based messaging: As being used for on line Banking over 

INTERNET:-

• Versatile, more features could be included. 

• Costly user device needed. 

• Too intricate for common people to handle.

• Delay in access and delay in delivery,

hence not suitable for real time needs.

• System architecture is different.

• Prone to tampering. Security is of great concern.

2. SMS messaging:

As being used for various VAS transaction messaging.

• Simple to use.

• SMS use ‘Store and Forward’ mechanism. There can be delay in   

message delivery. 

• Not suitable where real time transactions required especially in   

shopping centers, malls, vending machines etc., where delay in  

messaging will be detrimental to effective service delivery.
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Different messaging options in mTm working (2)

3.    Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) messaging.

USSD is part of Telephony Signaling (CC7) and hence can readily inter work with all 

modern Telco systems. 

• USSD is real time signaling and hence no delay in transactions.

• USSD is session oriented and ideal for continuous non-broken messaging.  

• The messaging between Mobile phone and mTm system use only numeral and  *# 

keys  as being done for messages such as *123#  etc. in prepaid service.

• Can work in basic 2G system. No need for GPRS or 3G.  

• Easy to use for everyone conversant with use of mobile phones.

• System architecture is identical to what is in use for current  ‘Prepaid’ systems. 

• Uses CCS7 signaling over telecom interface which is secure than Internet based 

systems. 

4. mTm service using Land line phones:

mTm service can be provided to Land line phones and PCO’s in            

telephone exchanges using  CCS7 signaling to process USSD or with  

the help of IVRS associated with mTm system.

Note: Availability and inter-workability of USSD feature in CDMA Mobile systems & N/W 

to be re-ascertained, else it may become necessary to go in for IVR mode for working 

CDMA customers. 
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Mobile numbers associated with SIMs in mTm Set Top Box (mTm-stb) shall have multiple Mobile    

Phone numbers with PABX hunting facility. 

By dialing the lead number the call get access to the free SIM in mTm-stb.

Typical USSD Signaling in mTm network.

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) used is part of Telco CC7 

signaling. Can be menu based or session based. Typical example is given below.  

Typical example of USSD signaling between Mobile and mTm-sys for transferring money :-
Mobile number of Mobile ‘A’              +919X23456789

Mobile number of Mobile ‘B’              +919Y34567890

Payment request::- Mobile ‘A’ wants to transfer money from his mTm-acc to mTm-acc of Mobile ‘B’

Mobile ‘A’ sends a USSD message to mTm-sys for transferring money.

*mTm routing code*Mobile’B’s Account Number* Mobile A’s TPIN*Amount To Transfer# 

*686*+919Y3456789*1234*3210#    Note: 2 digit short code for frequently used B numbers listed      

and stored in the system for easy dialing. Example: *686*23*1234*3210#

Payment confirmation by mTm-sys to Mobile ‘A’ and Mobile ‘B’.

*MobileA’s Account number” *Mobile B’s Account Number*amount Transferred#

*+919X23456789*+919Y34567890*3210#

mTm-sys sends back message to reconfirm. When confirmed, transfer is done and

information send to MobileA & Mobile B.

mTm Banking Account (mTm-acc) Numbers. 

mTm clients Mobile number in its international format is given a permanent unique 

account ID in mTm system now and to be linked with UUID (Aadhaar), later
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Mode of working: Prepaid - Options.

1. Prepaid money Coupons:

This is same as being used in Prepaid phone services.

mTm service provider provides mTm prepaid coupons for various 

denominations, say Rs.100, 250, 500, 1000. 

Multi coupon refilling feature can be provided.

2.  By mTm transfer from mTm Franchisee or Authorized agents.

mTm user pay cash and get the amount credited in their mTm a/c.

i) User can get money transferred from their Bank / P.O a/c to their a/c 

personally or online.

ii)    By transfer from employer, or any other source mTm user.

iii)   Crediting into mTm a/c via  mTm-ATM.

Coupons of higher value can also be provided. In the point of view of logistics 

and security issues, it is preferable to handle Coupons above Rs.1000 directly 

by mTm franchisees.

3. By transfer from user’s Bank or Post Office account.
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PLMN ‘N’

PLMN ‘1’

GSM

G/W
STP

STP

Other G/Ws PSTNs

Exclusively banked Universal mTm System

BANKSmTm-cloud

Other banks

PSTN

G/W

mTm System

SSP SCP SMP

VOM

ADM

Exclusive mTm Bank
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Mode of working:  Stand alone mTm System.  Un-banked.

Pros and cons: Exclusively banked Vs Un banked.

• Number of third party stand alone mTm service provider systems.

1. Universal service: Uniform access code, common operational 

processes, Products & Services. 

2.   Comfortable for POS owners as need to deal with only one mTm SP.

3. Transparent to regular banking Industry. All money transactions   

(Physical & Virtual) accountable to authorities.

• mTm system and Mobile banking as different streams. Need to interwork 

more with Customer’s banks MFCs and other Finance institutions involved 

in mTm in same functional level as that of mTm users.

4.   Works on both Post paid and Pre-paid basis.

• Mostly work on pre-paid basis. Refill of mTm account with mTm money  

coupons or transfer of money from bank a/c etc.

• Need to deal with different mTm SPs features, tariff, revenue share etc.
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PLMN ‘N’

PLMN ‘1’

GSM

G/W
STP

STP

Other G/Ws PSTNs

Exclusively banked Universal mTm System

BANKSmTm-cloud

Other banks

PSTN

G/W

mTm System

SSP SCP SMP

VOM

ADM

Exclusive mTm Bank
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 Mobile e-commerce applications involve huge volume of low value 

transactions; therefore, cost of usage shall be proportionately low. 

Considering the above, an un-banked service by a 3rd party will be  

ideal in the point of view of end user convenience and comfort.

Idea of an exclusively banked Universal  Money through Mobile system.

 Therefore, mTm system need to be engineered and operated to make 

Banking & MF service available, accessible and affordable to mTm users 

of disparate Mobile Networks under well defined regulatory parameters.

 As mentioned current Banking systems & Micro Finance institutions do 

not have the adaptability to meet the needs of the common people especially 

In the lower economic strata across the country effectively and affordably.

However, if Government consider that an Un-banked service can harm the  

economy in various ways, RBI should create a mTm-bank exclusively to deal  

with all sorts of Money management using phones with necessary regulatory 

controls in place under National Payment Corporation of India.
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Mode of working:  Exclusively banked mTm System

Mobile payments and Mobile Banking rolled into one system

that will provide the advantages of unbanked service while 

taking care of the issues related to regulatory aspects.

mTm system provide universal access and mTm-bank provide      

integrated banking service to all mTm users. 

The exclusive banking functions as mTm-bank integrated with a   

special purpose universal mTm system. 

mTm-bank deals with all forms of money transacted using 

phones across the country.

mTm-bank aggregates, apportions and share revenue with

Telecom Service providers.  

mTm-bank can exercise control and monitor MFCs using mTm

mTm-bank integrates mTm for other banks mTm user 

transactions over exclusive mTm-Internet-Cloud.
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Exclusively banked mTm System. (Continued)

mTm-ATM systems enable hard cash transaction involved in mTm service.

mTm-bank work as aggregator to settle all accounts related to Telecom 

Service Providers, various POSs and inter bank accounting with all other 

banks involved in Mobile Banking. Every bank will have own mTm-account.

mTm-bank deals with all forms of Govt. welfare programs and subsidy 

payments using DBT method.

mTm-bank ensures check on avoidance of service tax, money laundering 

and other malpractices that can happen in huge volume of Money handling 

using a billion phones in the country.    

mTm-bank will have branches on a zonal, each integrated with a mTm 

system; four such zonal systems to start with.

mTm-bank will have mTm franchisees everywhere across the zones to 

provide local services.

Exclusive mTm-bank enable Single Point dealing that brings in lot of comfort 

and discipline into the system.
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Advantages of exclusive mTm – banking system.

Need and Advantages of exclusive mTm-banking system.

Considering the potential of over billion phones do money transaction in the in   

the country, the amount involved is expected to be hundreds of trillions.

Over and above huge amount of money in the form of Direct Benefit Transfer  

related to various welfare programs and subsidy payments are in the anvil.

It is absolutely necessary to centrally mobilize, and regulate it and fully tap the 

potential in the interest of the nation.

Money through phone is being the most convenient and effective way of 

getting these done, mTm system as proposed shall  always be the preferred 

choice for this.

Left unregulated, it can become uncontrolled parallel economy. 

mTm-bank provides advantages of un-banked service for huge un banked 

population and transparently takes care of the banking and regulatory 

functions involved in all forms of money management using phones.
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Considering the benefits and advantages and security aspects 

mentioned above, Government / RBI should create 

a new banking system exclusively to handle all forms of money 

management using phones in the interest of the nation.

Better to have exclusive mTm banking system.

Such a system will facilitate advantages of an unbanked service 

and at the same time enable to have control over the huge 

amount of money the system is expected to handle and to tap its 

potential for Country’s economy.

Therefore, an exclusive banking system (mTm-bank) under the 

aegis of National Payment Corporation of India, will not only help 

to mobilize, integrate and regulate all forms of Money 

management using phones but also will create a   win-win 

situation for all stake holders, the Telecom Service Providers, all 

POSs, the end users and the Government.
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Integration of mTm system / mTm-bank with other banks.

It is envisaged that by definition it is mandatory for the proposed excusive    

mTm-bank with its integrated centralized universal mTm systems handle all  

forms of money management using phones in the country.

It does not mean that no mTm transaction can be done through other banks,  

Post Offices and other financial institutions.  Every bank will have own mTm 

account and all mTm transactions between banks customers who are mTm 

users happen through it like in every other POS.

In fact mTm bank do not have banking customers. All mTm account holders of  

Universal mTm system becomes customers of mTm bank.

mTm users can do mTm transactions using their accounts in other banks.   

All such transactions get aggregated by exclusive mTm bank integrated with  

Universal mTm system. 

The mTm internet cloud proposed herein is for handling all interbank banking 

transactions related to mTm usage.

Accordingly every mTm transactions will be handled by Universal mTm  

system and accounted by mTm-bank. 
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Mode of working: Prepaid Vs Post paid 

Prepaid mode of mTm is preferred option.

1. Success of mTm service depends on its Universal nature. For this 

mTm system need to be of a centralized nature, may be one system 

each in four zones, East, West, North & south.

2. Since the payment has to be processed in mTm system, Post paid 

mode of working for mTm payment involving bigger amounts comparing to 

normal usage, could become cumbersome for payment collection wise, 

and chasing of defaults.

3.mTm usage is processed in the mTm system itself without the need to 

involve Telco charging systems saving the hassles of a pre check on  

fund availability, charging and apportioning of revenue. 

4. In effect , the user becomes a customer of mTm SP, so that uniform 

practice can be adopted transparent to Telcos / Banks across the country.

Reasons:
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Working of mTm - ATM

mTm account holders can have facility to take out cash from  mTm’s ATM kiosks using mTm-ATM card. 

mTm-ATM KIOSKS

PLMN

MOBILE SWITCHING

CENTRES

CENTRALISED SERVER 

TO HANDLE  SAVING BANK  

ACCOUNTS mTm-acc

mTm-sys mTm-stb

mTm-acc

mTm-tec  

Alternately, mTm account holder can access the ATM machine though his mobile and interact on-line with 

it to process money withdrawal from his account.

ATM kiosks in distant areas could be located in the post offices or co-op banks, shopping centers etc 

and could be given to  mTm franchisees.

mTm ATM also can be designed to deposit money into mTm account of any mTm account holder.

Note: Anyone can become mTm a/c holder Irrespective of having a Mobile phone or not. Credits into 

mTm a/c can be done from any other mTm account holder. Cash can be withdrawn from own mTm a/c 

or credited into own or any other mTm a/c from special purpose mTm-ATM Kiosks using ATM cards 

issued by mTm service provider. 

Swipe card

Method

Mobile call

Method
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DISPERSAL OF WELFARE PAYMENTS TO BENEFICIARIES

DISTRICT LEVEL LOCAL WELFARE AUTHORITIES

VARIOUS  WELFARE FUNDS 

AS BUDGETTED BY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

mTm ACCOUNT HOLDERS (BENEFICIARIES) 

BANK’S mTm A/C

BENEFICIARY’S mTm A/C           

DISTRICT LEVEL AUTHORISED BANKS / 

EXCLUSIVE BANKS THAT DEAL ALL mTm PAYMENTS

WELFARE FUND REACHED IN BANK A/C

mTm-ATM KIOSKS

mTm SERVICE PROVIDER SYSTEM

VARIOUS  WELFARE FUNDS 

AS BUDGETTED BY STATE GOVERNMENTS
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Govt’s welfare payment dispersal through using mTm service Aadhaar

Govt. welfare payment to beneficiary’s mTm a/c through Post Office or Bank.

GSM MSCs

GSM GMSCs

mTm a/c 

holders 

1. Govt. sent credits to NREGA Local authority through Post 

office or Bank.

2. Bank/P.O credit the amount into mTm a/c of the NREGA 

beneficiaries.  

Note: Any one can become mTm a/c holder Irrespective of 

having a Mobile phone or not. Credits into mTm a/c can be 

done from any other mTm account holder.          

Cash can be withdrawn from own mTm a/c or credited into 

own or any other mTm a/c from special purpose mTm-ATM

Kiosks using ATM cards issued by mTm service provider. 

3. Mobile SIM enabled mTm-ATM kiosks are envisaged to 

work with mTm system. 

mTm-ATM 

KIOSKS

Bank / P.O mTm SYSTEM
VARIOUS Govt. 

WELFARE

FUNDS 

Credits from Government 

to designated Post Office 

or Bank in the local area 

for payment under 

MG-NREGA and other 

welfare schemes, 

subsidies etc. 

to the beneficiaries based 

on Aadhaar service.

Local authority makes   

credits into NREGA   

beneficiaries mTm a/c.

mTm-acc

INTERNET
INTERNET

Credits are transferred 

to mTm a/c of local 

administrative authority

Dealing with NREGA.

INTERNET
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For example: A person can avail loan against a small Gold 

deposit and get it credited in his mTm account; use it and pay it 

back with nominal interest, transparently without any human 

intervention from anywhere any time. 

mTm for Micro Finance support for poor

Another way to realize Inclusive Finance is to provide easy, 

quick and low interest Micro Finance support to poor. 

As of now, services of most of the Micro Finance Institutions are 

unfriendly and unaffordable to poor and illiterate population.

mTm system can make Micro Finance support available, 

accessible and affordable to everyone; especially for people in 

the lower economic strata at an individual level both in urban 

and rural areas.
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mTm SERVICE PROVIDER SYSTEM

mTm ACCOUNT OF BORROWERS

MFC’S mTm ACCOUNT

Customers  mTm A/C           

MONEY BORROWERS APPROACH       

MICRO FINANCE COMPANIES

MICRO FINANCE COMPANIES

mTm-ATM KIOSKS mTm-END USERS mTm-Franchisees

OVER VIEW OF MICRO FINANCE SUPPORT

Other banks
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For example, any mTm user who can afford some Gold 

security with the mTm provider can get a credit into his mTm 

account as a low interest loan proportional to the value of 

gold in deposit, at any time of the day, from anywhere. 

Micro - finance support, anywhere, any time:

Micro- finance deals directly between mTm service 

provider and millions of mTm users, from any where, at 

any time, and for any value without any middle systems 

and  processes.

Convenient and easy for the user; big volume of fully 

secured MF business for the mTm service provider.

Micro-finance support for poor will be made easy by mTm.
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Micro Finance support against small Gold deposit

MICRO FINANCE COMPANY

mTm

USER
M M

TRANSFERS

LOAN AMOUNT

GOLD

DEPOSIT

MICRO FINANCE COMPANY

Micro Finance support made easy. 

mTm  SYSTEM

M

REPAYS IN 

INSTLAMENTS

M

TAKES LOAN 

AGAIN 

mTm SYSTEM

Autonomous repayment arrangement.
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mTm make shopping easy for Industry and consumers.

Shopping with NFC enabled Phones. 

1. Equipped with mTm-STB at every point of sale POS, payments for shopping can 

be done at the counter using mTm service.

Using Near Field Communication (NFC) enabled phones shopping can be done 

without involving the sales persons and waiting at payment counters. 

2. Customer can tap their NFC phone at the point where the specimens of the item 

they need are displayed. The selected items are delivered through conveyor 

system directly from the store to collection boxes at exit point. 

Customer can collect the items tapping the NFC phone at the collection point. 

Such futuristic methods will save lot of space in malls as only one or two specimen 

of the item need to be displayed and the remaining can be kept in the storage area. 

Also cost saving due to reduced man power needs at the billing and payment 

receipt counters. Better theft proof feature as no one can take out items from the 

display points.

3. Mobile shopping on line:  Shopping could be done from home by using 

NFC phone scrolling through supplier’s catalogue and ordering required 

items on line and getting delivery of these at home. 
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Shopping with mTm 

Payments using phones in Shops &  Malls

mTm

USER

CASH COUNTER

mTm

USER

BILL

CASH COUNTER

M

mTm

USER

BILL

Paid with mTm

CASH COUNTER

SHOPPING WITH NFC PHONE

SN

EXIT
TAP AND COLLECT HERE

N S

STORE TO DELIVERY 

DESPACH CONVEYOR

64321ZY

XVUTSRQ

PONMLKJI

HGFEDCBA

SPECIMEN DISPLAY SHELF - TAP THE ITEM LABEL

5

W
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Shopping on-line using phones with mTm
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mTm - Consolidated feature list.

Features of Money through Mobile (mTm).

1. Initial subscription to become mTm user and recharging / refilling of users’ 

mTm account through Post Offices, Banks and mTm franchisee outlets.

2. Recharging / refilling of the mTm account in the mTm system could be     

done by buying and using mTm prepaid recharge coupons marketed by   

mTm Service Provider as being done now for prepaid mobile phone service.

3. Every mTm user can pay-in money into own mTm account and any other  

mTm user account. Withdrawal and e-transfer of money can be done only 

from own account.

4. mTm account holder can avail loan against small gold deposit with mTm 

Service Provider, credit the amount in his mTm account, use it and pay it 

back  with nominal interest, any time from any where.
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5. Capability of e-transfer of money using mTm prepaid coupons, by any 

Mobile phone or by Land line phone from anywhere to any mTm client 

account is another powerful feature envisaged of the proposed mTm 

system.

6. mTm cash vending machines (mTm-ATM), identical to bank ATMs,  

provided by mTm system provider at mTm franchisee points and other 

secure places shall be used to deliver real cash to mTm users.

8. At locations where people need quick cash at malls, and other 

locations, licensed Money changers can dispense real cash at a discount 

in lieu of e-transfer of money to their mTm account.

7. mTm-Cards. mTm users can use mTm-VISA Cards identical to credit 

cards; issued by mTm service provider that can be used to receive or 

credit in real cash from mTm-ATM or any of banks ATMs.

mTm - Consolidated feature list. (Contd.2)
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9. Government agencies can send all kinds of welfare payments like 

NREGA etc to mTm system through banks to get credited into 

beneficiary’s mTm accounts.

14. mTm service can be provided to any one by opening an mTm account 

with mTm franchisee and avail mTm services using mTm-ATM card.

13. IVRS incorporated with mTm system can take care of the transactions 

between Land Phone and mTm system.

12. CLI and TPIN cross check, UUS authentication and encryption 

will enable enough security.

11. mTm system and network use UUSD based real time transactions 

that is more secure and faster than web based services.

10. As the transactions are recorded, it will be possible prevent avoidance of 

Tax collections and  Govt. can access / collect statistics to cross check it.

mTm - Consolidated feature list. (Contd.3)
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mTm   - SET TOP BOX   (mTm-stb)

mTm Set top Box mTm-stb is a special purpose unit to enable multiple connectivity required in  

user premises such as shops, malls, establishments and institutions, restaurants, cinema hall 

and all such places; as a user end device where a local networking for simultaneous high 

volume deals are required for mTm service.

 mTm-stb shall be available in various sizes catering the need for the system at the user end.

 mTm-stb comprise basically Mobile SIM slots, Modem, Router, COM Ports and Power unit.

 mTm-stb shall have data ports for connectivity to local Computer  / Server and for data  

access to INTERNET and access to PDN.

mTm-stb

MOBILE SIM slots

ROUTER 

POWER UNIT

COM ports & Modem

Mobile Antenna socket

 mTm-stb has provision to connect a Mobile Network Antenna or connection to a Pico-cell.

 A suitably programmed Tablet can take care of the functions of STB in many POS.
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IN

Core 

system

LFS ABS

GPS Satellite

LFS   Location Finder server

IN      Intelligent network system

ABS  Administration and Billing system

mTm Service

Franchisees

mTm-

ATM   

KIOSK

Remote Satellite 

Public Call Phones

Panchayat Offices / 

Post Offices

Rural Combi

Telecom 

System

Local Public 

Call Phones
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mTm - The Business Part

Business Scope of  mTm Service Provider.  

The surplus liquidity available with mTm Service provider could be deployed 

profitably for earning considerable revenue:-

 While mTm account holders are given nominal interest for their balance in credit,   

mTm SP can lend it back to its customers as personal loans at normal lending rate.      

 By depositing or lending to banks or to other finance institutions to make it grow.  

 mTm service provider can also venture in other legitimate ‘Banking Products’  

and  money  instruments within regulatory parameters to earn revenue.

Potential of mTm as a business. 

As seen earlier, there will be billion phones in India soon.  

With a minimum monthly average of Rs.10000/- transaction per phone, per month   the 

annual business will be a mind bogging sum of Rs.120,000 billion.(120 trillion)

 Trust worthy mTm account holders (mTm Customers) can be allowed limited  

overspent/overdraw, repayable with interest, as in Credit Card business. 

Most transactions being virtual  e-money transfers between mTm-accounts within the 

mTm system, considerable portion of real money remain with mTm Service Provider. 
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mTm - The Business Part. Revenue generation.

• Revenue from franchisee and ancillary businesses:

• Authorized mTm franchisees can be charged a fixed License fee and 

periodic fees as Service charge.

• The mTm partners at Point of Service, and Point of Sales can be  

charged a fixed License fee and periodic charges based on revenue  

share model based on the amount transacted.

• Certain revenue share arrangements can be done between mTm SP 

and various Vendors and vending machine operators.

• Revenue share arrangements can be done between mTm SP and  

various Micro Finance Companies using mTm service.

In addition to the revenue potential describe above, 

Other sources of revenue shall be from the following:-

• mTm SP can charge a small service charge on various DBT amounts 

covered under Government subsidies and welfare Programs dispersed  

using mTm Service either payable by Government or charged to users.
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Cost to user for personal usage of mTm service shall be minimum. 

Accordingly a consolidated charging method instead of spot charging at 

every usage instant is suggested.

There shall be no limitation of monitory value on the lower side. It shall be 

possible to make payments as low as Re. 0.50 i.e. 50 paisa, as single payment 

without usage charge. Cannot justify any service charge for such low value 

transaction. Also it will hugely reduce processing processes. 

Users can be categorized and upper limitation of payment amount can be 

fixed.

There shall be no direct usage charge for payment in shops, malls 

Taxi/Auto payments, Road tolls, at various vending machines.

There can be charges for money transfer one mTm user to other on a 

minimum amount basis as percentage basis and across the networks.

However, where other banks are involved, there can be charges for money 

transfer one mTm user to their bank a/c and from Bank a/c to their mTm 

a/c say a flat charge for each transaction of Rs. 5/- as being done for 

NEFT & RTGS with specified upper limit.

mTm - The Business Part. Charging.
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mTm - The Business Part. mTm Chip Cards.

About  mTm account number, mTm chip cards and Annual fee.

Every mTm user is provided with a mTm chip card with a/c number.

Every mTm user account will have a unique a/c number.

mTm user can use this in mTm – ATM systems for cash transactions.

mTm card enable people with no phones also to avail mTm facility. 

mTm users can do all business transaction with mTm franchisees and 

authorized agents using mTm card. This facilitate mTm users to avail mTm 

facility without using their. 

Annual fee for mTm Card.

Every mTm user will be charged an annual fee of Rs. 120/- payable in 

advance at the time of registration and annually thereafter.

There will be an additional Govt. service tax as per rates 

applicable chargeable per card on usage fee.
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Usage fee.  

Every mTm user will be charged usage fee on the amount transacted on a 

monthly basis.

The usage charge will be a uniform 0.10% of the total money transacted in 

his mTm account during the month; charged and  debited to his mTm 

account at the end the month. 

mTm - The Business Part. Usage fee

Charging of Annual fee and monthly usage fee will be autonomously done 

by the mTm system and debited in users mTm account in mTm bank. If 

there is not enough money in the account this will be dealt as minus 

deposit and adjusted from when next credit is in.

There will be no additional service tax chargeable to user 

on usage fee.

Mode of charging
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Revenue share between mTm SP and Telcos

For the reasons mentioned above there shall be no usage 

charge per access for mTm customers from Telecom SP.

TSPs revenue for providing mTm service access, shall be on 

suitable ‘revenue share basis’ on total accrued revenue from 

all sources; proportionate to number of successful access 

attempts on mTm system payable by mTm service provider.   

TSPs can earn revenue in the normal form of charging 

done of mTm users, Franchisee, Vendors, and POS. 

for provision of connectivity and usage charges except mTm 

for access calls which is shared by mTm SP.
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How mTm can help to realize Inclusive Finance of

people in the lower Social and Economic strata.

mTm as an effective tool for poverty eradication.
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Internationally, an income of less than $1.25 per day per head of purchasing  

power parity is defined as extreme poverty. 

By this estimate, about 21.92% percent of Indians are extremely poor.

Criteria are different for rural and urban areas. In its Tenth Five-Year Plan, the 

degree of deprivation is measured with the help of parameters with scores 

given from 0 - 4, with 13 parameters. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Below_Poverty_Line_%28India%29#Measurement

Income-based poverty lines consider the bare minimum income to provide 

basic food requirements; it does not account for other essentials such as health 

care and education.

International standards of Below Poverty Line 

Families with 17 marks or less (formerly 15 marks or less) out of a maximum 52 

marks have been classified as BPL Poverty line solely depends on the per 

capita income in India rather than level of prices.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purchasing_power_parity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extreme_poverty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenth_Five-Year_Plan_(India)
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India’s population as on 2013

In India, about 72.2% of the population lives in some 638,000 villages 

and the rest 27.8% in about 5,480 towns and urban agglomerations.

Population of India as on 2013 is 1,270,272,105 (1.27 billion)

Sex Ratio: 940 females per 1,000 males.

Total Male Population in India 655,875,026 (655.8 million)

Total Female Population in India 614,397,079 (614.4 million)

Age structure: 50% of India's current population are of 0 to 25 years.

More than 50% is below the age of 25 and over 65% below the age of 35. 

Population Growth:

Currently, there are about 51 births in India in a minute.

India's Population in 2011 was 1.21 billion and 2012 was 1. 22 billion.

Currently India represents almost 17.31% of the world's population. 

With the population growth rate at 1.58%, India is predicted to have 

more than 1.53 billion people by the end of 2030.

Population in rural area   =   1,270,272,105 x 0.722 = 917,136,460

Population in urban area =   1,270,272,105 x 0.278 = 353,135,645
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About 41% of people are living in poverty. There is some good 

news that according to recent  statistics, poverty had come down 

to some extent in last few years. (41% to 32%)

The Poverty Statistics in India.

Need of the day is to take care of them first; and then raise the 

index progressively, according to whatever resources  country can 

afford.

Taking these figures at face value, fact is that considerable % of 

people in the base of the pyramid are still in acute poverty.

The first thing Government need to do towards it is to identify, 

know, quantify and classify the poor in the country, with minimum 

flaws.

Hope Aadhaar will do this in spite of its many teething problems.

Statistics related to people under Poverty Line. 
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India’s population as on Year 2013 is 1,270,272,105

About 72.2% of the population lives in some 638,000 villages 

and the rest 27.8% in about 5,480 towns and urban agglomerations.

Population in rural area =   1,270,272,105 x 0.722 = 917,136,460

Population  in urban area: 1,270,272,105 x 0.278 = 353,135,645

Tendulkar poverty line works out to 46 per cent rural 

and 28 per cent urban population. 

Population  in Rural area under poverty line: 917,136,460 x 0.46= 421,882,772

Population  in Urban area under poverty line: 353,135,645 x 0.28 = 98,877,981

Poverty distribution in Rural and Urban areas.
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There have been heated debates on the inadequacy of BPL index in the Parliament and 

in every Media. In the face of it, BPL index as Rs. 33.4 in urban and Rs.27 per person 

per day in rural are considered grossly inadequate to fully support lively hood of poor. It 

is surprising that Government did not give convincing explanations.

It may be seen that BPL index being a 'Quantum vs. Resource' linked variable, current 

money equivalent of Rs.5000/- and Rs.4000/- could become Rs.15000/- and Rs.12000/-

per BPL family per month if current BPL populations is brought down to from 42% to 

14%. 

The crux of the issue is that poverty eradication programs need to planned with right 

vision. Pl. see chart below. 

BPL index is a metrics linked with inflation, standard of living and resources 

available for poverty alleviation. 

Planning commission has defined BPL index as Rs.33.4 in urban and Rs.27 in 

rural This is based on 17 out of 52 marks of 2002 statistics adjusted to 2004-

2005.

Fact is that these figures are benchmarks for planning purposes to begin with; so as to 

identify, classify and quantify the population living in poverty. 

In terms of money equivalent it works out to be around Rs.5000/- and Rs.4000/- per 

month per BPL family of five in urban and rural areas respectively.

Tendulkar definition on poverty and BPL INDEX. 
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Population in rural area =  1,270,272,105 x 0.722 = 917,136,460

: Population in rural area under poverty line: (46%) 917,136,460 x 0.46 = 421,882,772

BPL Index in rural at Rs.27 per day = 421,882.772 x 27 = 11,390,834,831 

Annual cost = 11,390,834,831 x 365 = Rs. 4,157,654,713,257.

Population under poverty line (Rural +Urban) 421,882,772+98,877,981= 520,760,752

Overall coverage = 520760752/1270272105 = 41%   (Av. As per Tendulakar Plan)
Average (Rural plus Urban) cost per day = (421882772+3302524554)/520760752 = Rs. 28.22

Tendulkar poverty line works out to 46 per cent rural and 28 per cent urban population. 

Population  in urban area: 1,270,272,105 x 0.278 = 353,135,645

Population  in urban area under poverty line: (28%) 353,135,645 x 0.28 = 98,877,981

BPL Index in urban area at Rs. 33.4 per day = 98,877,981x 33.4 = Rs. 3,302,524,554

Annual cost =  3,302,524,554 x 365 = Rs.1,205,421,462,143

Total annual expense (Rural + Urban) for coverage according to Tendulkar plan. 

Rs. 4,157,654,713,257 + 1,205,421,462,143 = Rs. 5,363,076,175,400

Expenditure to give coverage of 67% of country's population:  Rs. 8,764,906,423,84. 

Expenditure to give Universal coverage:  Rs.13,081,949,886,330

Relevance of BPL Index in Poverty eradication plans. 
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FM: “National Food security bill is a promise of the UPA government.  

Govt. has set apart Rs. 10,000 cr to the expected cost of the act.”

http://www.thehindu.com/business/Economy/budget-201314-highlights/article4461680.ece?ref=relatedNews

States share Overall: Rs 5,87,082 crore to be transferred to states under 

share of taxes and non plan grants in 2013-14 

Plan Expenditure is placed at Rs. 5,55,322 crore. It is 33.3 percent of the total 

expenditure while Non Plan Expenditure is estimated at Rs. 11,09,975 crore. The 

plan expenditure in 2013-14 will be 29.4 percent more than the RE of the year 

2012-13. 

The revised expenditure target was Rs. 14,30,825 crore or 96 per cent of 

Budget estimate for 2012-2013. 

In 2013-14, the budget estimate is Rs 16,65,297 crore. 

Per capita distribution of it works out to about Rs. 13,000/- and that of 

current FY 2015- 16 is just about Rs. 14000/- (ie about Rs. 38 per day)

Current account deficit high due to dependence on oil, high gold imports. 

Need $75billion to bridge CAD. 

Budget 2013-14: Highlights
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Limit subsidies only to people below poverty line.

The way out is to give subsidies only to poor and scrap all other subsidies being 

provided in various forms to those who can afford to do without it.

Based on 2004-05 BPL Index of Rs.33.4 in urban and 27 in rural areas, the resource 

needed in money equivalent is: 

Percentage of Poor population to be covered (Rural+ Urban)  = 41%

Total annual expense for this (Rural + Urban) = Rs.5,363,076,462,143

Logistic and other incidental costs not included.  

Added to it will be cost of other benefits and freebees being promised in FSB.

As poverty eradication is obligatory and cannot be compromised; resource for it 

need to be found and made available. 

But then to give coverage of 67% of population as in NFSB, with 

Rs.28.22/day/person, the resource needed will be about Rs.8,764,906,423,841. 

Impact of this in the economy is anybody’s guess.

Fact being so, imagine the fallacy of the demands for 100% coverage of 

population in FSB that would need about Rs. 13,081,949,886,330.

Add to this all other subsidies being provided now by Government 
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MTM can help to remove PDS progressively in phases. 

Currently, PDS is inefficient, pilfer prone and inadequate. 

There are severe management and logistic problems in procurement, 

transport and storage of materials under PDS scheme. 

How mTm can help to progressively phase out PDS.

Therefore, the best way is to go ‘Direct Benefit Transfer’ mode so that PDS can be 

done away with and problems as mentioned above can be overcome. Also scrap 

all other forms of subsidies to those who can afford without it . MTM is the best 

way to get this done in most effective way.

In addition, supply of food items through PDS as envisaged in the FSB will cause 

dumping of food products in the hands of profiteers on one side, price of food 

items will fall in the open market and will affect incentive of farmers. 

Such predicaments will discourage farmers from farming on one side while cost 

of acquisition will go up as farm products becomes scarce and even will have 

import major part of it at very high cost. 
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1,000,000 1 Million 10 Lakhs

10,000,000 1 CRORE 10 Million

1,000,000,000 1 Billion 100 Crores

1,000,000,000,000 1 Trillion 1 Lakh Crores

How money figures.


